They were angry about Jesus challenging their
private property rights which is under Mosaic law. Simply,
the Messiah could not go left nor right.

Current
Jews

The message Nostredame gave is one that could not be given
in 500 B.C. or even 1,000 A.D. It was a message that could
only be given in the U.S.A. in 2017.

MOSHE: Private property rights do not extend to slavery,
servants made sex-slaves, teen rapings by gangs of men,
gang raping of older adults in that the Red China ones
seriously believe they conquered and own the United States
as property such as the gang rapings of the State governors’
teens and wives.
Or the Babylonian Jews in their treatment of the
man-servants. In Judaica, it is regrettably so to not have
spelled out that it was to be a female servant to the female of
the house, a male servant to the male of the house.

NOSTREDAME: Not even at the Nixon trip to China in 1972.
Nancy of Oregon: What Nostredame said was that the
teens were being raped in the Communist agricultural
communes. And that this is their culture, call it concubines,
sex-slavery, farm collective communism, or anything else.

ANDREA of Chicago: What he said was that this was the
real reason why Cathay could not accept Christianity. What
you have here in this story of Mary Magdalene was not only
the despoilment of scriptures but the very fissure of Judaica
and Christianity. Jesus Christ himself could not either cause
these Jews to follow nor could he himself see continuing this
barbarianism among the Babylonian Jews.

JESUS CHRIST: Is this not the same reason to kill me?
FATHER MALACHI: You see why they chose the cross. He

Typist: It was a 3-year mission! For Jesus to save Mary
Magdalene from being stoned is to them taking away their
anticipated goose-bumps sadism event to torture a Saint
Stephen! The one you had a sex binding with, in lust, you get
to now pick off the wings of the fly in sadism. And you would
more than likely find in the annals of history that the Jews
went to Roman leaders and said “kill Jesus”.
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Saint Stephen didn't hide within the four walls of some
"church building" and play the "saintly sage." Rather, he got
out there among a hostile Jewish audience and boldly
proclaimed the Truth. Stephen realized that in the battle for
men's souls, the soldier of Christ must not be found cowering
in a foxhole, afraid to engage the enemy. He must be out
among the people, where the battle for souls is being fought.
Stephen was stoned, therefore, as he was visible and he was
vocal.
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already had Mary Magdalene escape the stoning.

FATHER STRONG: So he himself could also escape any
stoning. They knew his power.
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FATHER MALACHI: Jesus had to be killed. The Babylonian
Jews were not going to accept him and all these 2000 years,
you do not see this happening.
ANDREA of Chicago: Largely this will change in the United
States, the Chosen People, the Chosen Land. It is
geographically as if the people live in the pocket of Elohim.
MOSHE: The land overflowing with milk and honey.
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